Solid state NMR analysis of the dipolar couplings within and between distant CF3-groups in a membrane-bound peptide.
Dipolar couplings contain information on internuclear distances as well as orientational constraints. To characterize the structure of the antimicrobial peptide gramicidin S when bound to model membranes, two rigid 4-CF3-phenylglycine labels were attached to the cyclic backbone such that they reflect the behavior of the entire peptide. By solid state 19F NMR we measured the homonuclear dipolar couplings of the two trifluoromethyl-groups in oriented membrane samples. Using the CPMG experiment, both the strong couplings within each CF3-group as well as the weak coupling between the two CF3-groups could be detected. An intra-CF3-group dipolar coupling of 86 Hz and a weak inter-group coupling of 20 Hz were obtained by lineshape simulation of the complex dipolar spectrum. It is thus possible to explore the large distance range provided by 19F-labels and to resolve weak dipolar couplings even in the presence of strong intra-CF3 couplings. We applied this approach to distinguish and assign two epimers of the labeled gramicidin S peptide on the basis of their distinct 19F dipolar coupling patterns.